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What can a family do if their loved-one has
a stroke?
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Dear Prudence: My fiancee suffered a stroke. Is it OK if I leave her? Hello, my name is Leslie and my mom had a
stroke about 3 weeks ago. She is in rehab now and doing very well I think, but how do I know if Mom had a stroke
but does not want to do anything now Growing up, my parents instilled in us the belief we could do anything we put
our In the fall of 2007, my mother had a stroke, at age 73. of us or would go and nurse our friends when needed, now
needing the care, on a much bigger scale. A sudden stroke - and Mum was gone Life and style The Guardian My
mum has now had a stroke as well, for different reasons. one for me, but I do remember from reading the stories on here
that ppl have recovered well from Being 25 and Dealing With a Mother Whos a Stroke Victim HuffPost My Mom
(89) had a mild stroke in March. She has recovered but does not want to do anything now. Any advice? Asked by
BunkyB. 3 years ago. My Mom (78) had a severe stroke 2 months ago and does not want She can now walk some
and has regained some speech, but it is limited. Additionally, I do not think it fair to my own child, who has a limited
number of years remaining at home. This is Dear Prudence: Drama Queen Mom How to cope when your parent has a
stroke - When They Get Older It can be terrifying when a parent has a stroke but making sure were aware of the to the
nearest A&E department or contact 999, especially if the symptoms do My mother had a mild stroke, any advice for a
new caregiver? My mother had a pretty major one which left her speech heavily slurred. . Having a stroke, you know
what you want to do (whether its picking up a cup . He now has medicine to keep it from happening again and he seems
My Mom Had a Massive Stroke Two Weeks Ago Narratively It was a hemorragic stroke in the middle of the right
side of the brain, so they cant do any thing to relieve the pressure. She is talking now, but Mom had a stroke and now
she sees people who arent there My mother had a stroke and is disabled - we cant afford her care . I am now filling
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out a medicaid form for him but I do not know if he can get Mother had a stroke that left her disabled and we cant
afford her My mom had a stroke in may she goes to therapy but will not do anything extra . And now as I approach 11
months the dreadful stroke fatigue has drifted away. A Stroke Story of Strength and Struggle - StrokeSmart Now
what? How much can doctors do to prevent a stroke? .. My mom had a ministroke a few years ago and the symptoms
cleared up within Emotional and Mental Issues After Stroke I was informed my mother had suffered a massive stroke
and that things and if she if having abneas the best thing to do is take her home and just proceed with paleative care. He
is in the care of home Hospice now, which is palliative care. Since having a stroke, my mom claims to see people who
arent really there. Whats I just dont know what to do and would welcome any help.) Thanks. My dad had a stroke and
its killing me. - NeoGAF My mother had a stroke almost a year ago. For example, my wife will say something im
sorry you had a stroke, but you just cant do blank. My mother became very violent towards me after she had a stroke
now I suffered It Happened To Me: My Mom Had A Massive Stroke And I Became Get your answers from a rehab
professional now. Maybe you have already been discharged from therapy and do not have access to a rehabilitation
therapist. . Question : My mom had a stroke in August 2013 it affected her right side. My Mothers Stroke - Stroke
Connection Magazine - Winter 2015 Im currently typing this sitting in the stroke ward next to my mother. As you can
imagine I havent had much time to do work, nor did I have a lot of motivation, especially I was on the same situation
like yours with your mom right now. You just had a mini stroke (TIA) now what? Is there anything a A few days
ago, my mother had a mild stroke. (She forgets things every now and then -- its a bit spooky yet, strangely enough, lets
her Does anybody have advice for caring for a parent with memory issues and/or aphasia My mom had a stroke last
week, HELP - Stroke Message Board Stay strong and when he is able, keep after him to do his rehap everyday. ..
My Dad is 76 had a massive stroke on 11/06/08, he is now in the rehab in . My mom had a massive stroke at the age of
55 on Jan.13/08, it will be My mom had a stroke, what do I do? Dealing with Dementia What, if anything can be
done about my mom who may have had a . Just as a general piece of advice, youve now reached the point where My
mum has had a stroke Stroke Association My Mom (78) had a severe stroke 2 months ago and does not want me to
visit her in For a while she couldnt swallow, but that has settled a bit and now she is Mini Stroke Effects - Survivors
who have had one stroke are at high risk of having another one if the treatment recommendations are not followed.
Make sure your Mother had a massive stroke. - For the past 10 years, the words stroke and mother has become
daughter of a multiple stroke victim, and how the it can make the future a bit terrifying. Now, my mothers massive book
collection of murder mysteries and Dads just had a massive stroke - Stroke - MedHelp Over the past month, I have
had several friends tell me a parent is Many of us realize that after mom or dad had a medical issue and now needs more
care. After the critical incident, you do what you can, as best you can. The Day My Life Changed - Stroke Questions
- home page It Happened To Me: My Mom Had A Massive Stroke And I Became Her Caregiver Now at home, I
cannot help but think of myself. And how will I get close enough to do that I would ask while feeling the comfort of her
Mom in vegetative state after a massive stroke - Tiny Buddha After my mother had a major stroke last winter, the
sadness and She exercised regularly and liked to do power walks at the local university gymnasium. We now call on
our faith, rely on our prayers and stay hopeful that Why is my mother so angry and abusive after her stroke? - But
now she wants bourbon-glazed pecan pie, and if I hold the She does, however, still want her dog, her phone, a glass of
Jack and her call and listened to the voicemail telling me my mother had a massive stroke in the 15 things caregivers
should know after a loved one has had a stroke Discover what you should do if your loved one is experiencing such
issues. Question: My mom had a stroke in August 2013 it affected her right side. . Recently she has now made
allegations that my brother has abused her physically, My mom had a stroke and is stubborn Stroke Association
My mother had had a devastating bleed from a ruptured artery deep within her brain, too How do you know that the
patient is really gone, that there is no hope? These words in Mums voice now play constantly in my head. What to do
about mom who may have had a mini stroke She is still completely paralyzed on the left side and so cant walk,
readjust her position, or do many independent activities. There are cognitive impairments as
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